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Biases in survey design
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Reader Poll Predicted the President for 20 years! 

• 1916

• 1920

• 1924

• 1928

• 1932

In 1936 the poll had Landon at 56%.

FDR won in a landslide, losing only 2 states.

More info: The Literary Digest

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Literary_Digest


Not all biases are so obvious as the Literary Digest
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“We surveyed our customer base and found a satisfaction score of 

75%.”

“How outstanding was your experience with our customer service 

representative?”



What Biases Here?
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4 Core Biases in survey design
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Representativeness Sponsorship Social Desirability, 

Prestige, and 

Acquiescence

Demographic

More info: 9 Biases that Affect Survey Responses

https://measuringu.com/survey-biases/


1. Representative Bias
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The famous Literary Digest survey had a huge sample size but only 

surveyed their readers who tended to be higher educated and not 

representative of the US electorate.

Surveying only US customers and generalizing to all markets may not 

be reflective of non-customers and non-US customers.

More tech-savvy people tend to be online and participate in panels.

Consider use of a variety of participant sources (and compare sources).

Use random stratified/ proportional sampling, not convenience sampling (covered in next sections)

More info: 9 Biases that Affect Survey Responses

https://measuringu.com/survey-biases/


2. Sponsorship
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• A branded survey from Amazon asking about intent to use 

Amazon’s Music Service

• A Brand awareness and satisfaction survey from Samsung 

about Smart TVs

• Survey from the IRS on tax compliance

When participants know the sponsor of the survey, it may 

generate less objective responses.

When possible, obfuscate sponsor and/or use third-party research firm like MeasuringU (shameless plug)

More info: 9 Biases that Affect Survey Responses

https://measuringu.com/survey-biases/


3. Social Desirability & Prestige
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• Don’t you agree that recycling is an important initiative for 

companies to embrace?

• Approximately how much time do you spend reading to your 

children each night?

• On average, how much time do you spend planning meals 

for your family?

• How much influence do you have on IT purchase decisions 

at your company?

• What’s your income and highest level of education? 

Participants tend to provide socially acceptable responses or ones that put people

into a good light and/or tell you what they think you want to hear.

More info: 9 Biases that Affect Survey Responses

https://measuringu.com/survey-biases/


4. Asking Sensitive Demographic Questions
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Asking certain demographic questions (e.g., income, gender, ethnicity) may 

prime people to respond or not respond or even to drop out.

More info: 9 Biases that Affect Survey Responses

https://measuringu.com/survey-biases/


4 Biases in survey design

More info: 9 Biases that Affect Survey Responses

Bias Problem Correction

Representativeness Restrictions in the sample might affect 

representativeness (availability, tech-savvy)

Consider use of a variety of participant sources 

(and compare sources); use random stratified/ 

proportional sampling, not convenience sampling

Sponsorship Knowing where the survey is coming from can 

influence responses (especially problematic for 

brand awareness studies)

Obfuscate sponsor and/or use third-party research 

firm like MeasuringU (shameless plug)

Social Desirability, Prestige, and 

Acquiescence

Participants have propensity to provide socially 

acceptable responses and to tell you what they 

think you want to hear

Frame participation as helping you improve the 

product/service

Demographic Asking certain demographic questions may prime 

people to respond or not respond or even to drop 

out

Representativeness is important but only ask the 

questions you need.

Ask demographics last (harder b/c often used for 

screening)

https://measuringu.com/survey-biases/


Bias doesn’t mean abandon
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Just because a survey has bias doesn’t mean the results are 

meaningless. 

• It does mean you should be able to understand how each 

may impact your results. 

• Be careful when attempting to identify the percentage of a 

population 

(e.g., the actual percent that agree to statements, have 

certain demographics like higher income, or their actual 

influence on purchase decisions).

While there’s not a magic cure for finding and removing all 

biases, being aware of them helps limit their negative impact. 

More info: 9 Biases that Affect Survey Responses

https://measuringu.com/survey-biases/


Additional Biases to be covered in upcoming modules 
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• Question wording (e.g., Leading and Loaded questions)

• Response options

• Question order effects

https://measuringu.com/survey-biases/


Summary
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Important to be aware of and attempt to control biases in survey design

• Literary Digest cautionary tale in failure to sample from representative population

Four core biases in survey design

• Representativeness of sample: Use random sampling, consider multiple sources

• Sponsorship: Obfuscate sponsor or use third party

• Social desirability, prestige, acquiescence: Frame participation as helping to improve product or service

• Demographic: Ask only the questions you need to ask; position demographic questions at end of survey

Bias doesn’t mean abandon

• No way to find and remove all bias from a survey

• Awareness helps limit negative impact

• With awareness, results can still be meaningful



MeasuringU is a research firm based in Denver, Colorado

focusing on quantifying the user experience.

Moderated UX Studies

(in our Denver labs or remotely)

Unmoderated Studies

(using our MUIQ platform)

Participant Recruiting

(US & International)

Eye Tracking & 

Facial Expression Analysis

Navigation Testing

(Card-Sorting/Tree-Testing)
Survey Design & Analysis

(including MaxDiff & Kano)

Statistical Analysis & 

Measurement Advising

Training & 

Workshops


